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Writing is a 
Critical 21st 
Century Skill

Nationwide tests in the US have shown that only 25% 
of students are able to score at a proficient level in 
writing (National Center for Education Statistics 2012). 

Only 27% of employers classified recent college 
graduates as “well-prepared” for written 
communication in the workplace (Stewart et al., 2016).

Only 27% of 12th-grade students demonstrated 
proficiency in writing on the National Assessment of 
Educational Progress (The Nation’s Report Card, 2022).

Writing is the subject where pupils perform less well 
compared with reading, maths and science (DfE, 
2012d)
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Why is Writing a Complex task? 

It requires: 

• fine motor skills 

• cognitive skills 

• social skills

• cultural patterns

• linguistically complex (Myhill and 
Fisher, 2010; Fisher, 2012).



The 
Complexity 

of the 
Writing 
Process

Writers must 
deal with 
numerous 

tasks: 

1. Develop 
ideas 

2. Organize 
these into a 

plan

3. Find the 
appropriate 

words

4. Put words 
onto the 
page
• logical arrangement 

• make revisions

5. Problems with 
one task can 

reduce the working 
memory available 
to take on other 
tasks, such as idea 

generation (Kellogg, 1996; 
McCutchen, 1996).
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Examples from Lower Secondary (LS) 
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What are some of the hidden dangers of going hiking in the Cypriot 
countryside?

Initial writing: Y1, LS                        Writing after planning:



Developing Writing
Freewriting: Y1, LS

Writing after planning
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Developing Writing

Freewriting: Y1, LS

Writing after planning
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Developing Writing
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‘Miss, I don’t know what to write’
• We assign writing, we don’t teach it: sentence level – sequence of logical 

reasoning – creative thinking – cohesive writing, drafting, planning, 
sharing, evaluating, revising and editing. Engage students in prewriting 
activities where they can assess what they already know and research an 
unfamiliar topic or arrange their ideas visually (Education Standards 
Analysis & Research Division 2012). 

• Expository writing (explains and informs) is not intentionally taught in 
school, it should start in elementary school with learning how to plan 
carefully – coherence – correct grammar and punctuation – production of 
more elaborate writing in Secondary Education (Hochman and Wexler 
2017). 

• The most frequent genre we explore in lower secondary education is 
Narration, yet that does not prepare students for creating informative, 
argumentative and persuasive writing (Hochman and Wexler 2017) .  
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Focus of the Study

• Examine if students’ writing could improve by teaching them how to 
plan their writing effectively, revise their writing, spend time learning 
to speed up the planning process and analyze plans (logical 
arrangement, filter out details that would not relate to topic, etc). 

• Teach 5 strategies for developing their writing and focus on the 
importance of deliberate planning and expository writing. 

• Examine improvements relevant to grammar, punctuation, effective 
writing development, arranging information logically, and drawing 
conclusions. 
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Method
• Duration of study: January 2022 – November 2023

• Schools: 2 x Y2 Lower Secondary (LS), 1 x Y1, 2 x Y2 Upper Secondary 
(UP)

• Participants: 83 students, aged 13-16 years old

• Time spent learning writing techniques and writing: ¼ of weekly class 
time (2 periods: 20 min; 4 periods: 40 min writing)

• Data collected: techniques taught in class, student writing was 
generated, and snapshots taken upon permission. All qualitative data. 
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What is the Writing Revolution (TWR)

• TWR, the Hochman Method, is now being implemented at schools 
across the US, spanning all grade levels. 

• Teachers have been using this method for over 25 years and is 
currently regarded as the most systematic tool for teaching the 
mechanics of writing in isolation to all other skills, as a set of rules 
and definitions. 

• It consists of different strategies that can be used to create activities 
for a preexisting curriculum and weave them into teachers’ content 
instruction. 
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The Six TWR Principles 

1. Students need explicit instruction in writing (starting from 
elementary)

2. Sentences are the building blocks of all writing. 

3. TWR is embedded into current curriculum to make a powerful 
teaching tool. 

4. The content of the curriculum drives the consistency of the writing 
activities. 

5. Grammar is best taught in context (students’ writing)

6. Planning and Revising are regarded as the most important stages of 
the writing process. 
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TEACHING 
DELIBERATE 

PLANNING IN 
Y2, LS
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TEACHING 
WRITING: 

Y2, LS
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TEACHING 
DELIBERATE 

PLANNING IN 
Y2, LS
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TEACHING 
WRITING: 

Y2, LS
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Sequencing Tasks in EFL: How does one go 
about task complexity? 
• Research involved into the complexity and sequencing of EFL tasks with no 

parameters being set as regards the manipulation, combination and 
construction of sequences of tasks that promote performance and learning 
(Robinson 2015, Sasayama and Norris 2019, van de Branden 2021). 

• This is due to level of proficiency, gender, motivation, learners’ strategy 
choice and learning strengths (Chamot 2004; Maftoon 2012) varied. 

• Moreover, the relationship between task complexity (description of the 
complexity of the task) and task difficulty (description of actual difficulties 
students experienced) is not stable. 

• For this reason, elaborate research into the impact of task complexity in L2 
performance has produced mixed and inconclusive results (Ellis et al. 
2020). 
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Sequencing Tasks in EFL: How does one go 
about task complexity? 
• Study examining task complexity with 120 Japanese EFL students where 4 

oral tasks had a presumed difference in complexity. 

• Students were asked to rate the difficulty of task performed and mental 
effort needed. 

• Interestingly, neither the least nor the most complex tasks resulted in the 
best/worst performances in syntax, accuracy, lexical variety and fluency of 
students’ output. 

• Students actually performed best in mid-complexity tasks and in follow up 
interviews they expressed that before and after the test they mentally 
rated the difficulty of the task and motivated themselves to invest the 
appropriate energy in each one (Sasayama and Norris 2019). 
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Task Complexity 
• Feasibility Criterion: fine-tune task complexity to the needs and capabilities of 

students : context–embeddedness (Byrnes et al. 2010; Mohan et al. 2015).

COGNITIVELY DEMANDING 

A                                                    B
(write a report of an experience for an unknown audience)                    (read an informative text for comprehension to gain new knowledge)

CONTEXT EMBEDDED                                                                                                CONTEXT REDUCED 

C                                                    D

(here and now, discuss events)                                                                       (there and then, past events, reflections and actions)

COGNITIVELY UNDEMANDING     

(Four quadrants of task complexity, Cummins 2000) 20



The Writing Revolution in the EFL classroom 
5 Strategies based on Feasibility:

1. Because-But-So

2. Independent + Dependent Clauses, coordination and subordination

3. Appositives

4. Sentence Combining

5. Sentence Expansion
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1. Because-But-So (Context embedded, less 
cognitively demanding), Y1, LS
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1. Because-But-So (Context embedded, less 
cognitively demanding), Y1, LS
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1. Because-But-So (Context reduced, more 
cognitively demanding), Y2, US
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AT SENTENCE 
LEVEL 



2a. Basic Building Blocks of Writing: 
Coordinating Conjunctions

FANBOYS
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for 
and

nor
but

or yet

so

IND, C.CONJ + IND
Jasmine was tired, so she went to bed early. 



2b. Basic Building Blocks of Writing: 
Subordinating Conjunctions
AFTER WHEN BEFORE UNTIL IN ORDER THAT

AS SOON AS BECAUSE AS EVEN IF WHEREVER

SINCE THOUGH ALTHOUGH ONCE WHENEVER

EVEN THOUGH IF UNLESS WHILE AS LONG AS

TILL/UNTIL NOW THAT PROVIDED SO THAT BEFORE
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IND + DEP 
DEP, + IND

She can stay as long as she is willing to pay rent.
As long as she is willing to pay rent, she can stay. 



2. Class snapshots
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2. Independent and Dependent clauses (Context 
embedded, less cognitively demanding)
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Production of students’ own 
sentences



2. Independent and Dependent clauses (Context 
embedded, less cognitively demanding)
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Production of students’ 
own sentences



PRODUCTION: 
COORDINATION AND SUBORDINATION (context 
reduced and more cognitively demanding), Y2, US
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3. APPOSITIVES at the Sentence Level  
Examples produced in class with students, Y1, US
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3. Appositives
Production at the Sentence Level (context based), Y1, US

more
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4. Sentence Combining, examples given in 
class
EXAMPLE 1:

1. The ocean is deep and vast.

2. Many unique creatures inhabit the ocean.

3. There are areas that still remain unexplored. 

Suggested combined sentence:

The ocean, deep and vast, that is home to many unique creatures, 
contains areas that still remain unexplored.  
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4. Sentence Combining, examples given in 
class
EXAMPLE 2:

1. Gina took the subway everyday.

2. Gina didn’t like the subway. 

3. Gina needed to get to work. 

Suggested combined sentences:

Gina, even though didn’t like the subway, took it everyday as she needed to 
get to work. 

Even though Gina didn’t like the subway, she took it everyday, as she needed 
to get to work. 
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4. Sentence Combining, in class production, 
Y2, US (less cognitively demanding)
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Sentences given in class to combine 

Students’ production of Sentence Combining 

AT SENTENCE LEVEL 

Student’s response: 
The pyramids of Giza are iconic structures in Egypt, and they were built with remarkable 
precision and engineering for their time. These ancient monuments were constructed as 
tombs for pharaohs and contain intricate chambers and passageways. 



4. Sentence Combining, in class 
production, Y2, US (more cognitively 
demanding, context reduced)

1. Activity 1: AUDIO LISTENING IN CLASS from 
Textbook

2. Activity 2: Listen again and write down 
important questions and answers to these 
questions (learn to decipher important 
info)
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4. Sentence Combining, in class production, Y2, US 
(more cognitively demanding, context reduced)

• Activity 3: Write a paragraph with 
these important details and apply 
the Sentence Combining strategy. 
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5. Sentence Expansion: WH-questions  
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5. Sentence Expansion: WH-questions 
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Sentence Expansion in paragraph writing (less 
context embedded, more cognitively demanding)  
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Sentence Expansion in paragraph writing (less 
context embedded, more cognitively demanding) 
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Sentence Expansion in paragraph writing (less 
context embedded, more cognitively demanding) 
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Using all 5 strategies in writing
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Using all 5 strategies in writing
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Conclusion
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Children are not vessels to be filled but lamps to bit lit (Swami Saraswati)

These strategies have been implemented 
with deliberate activities relevant to the 
preexisting curriculum and weaved into 

specific content instruction. 

The result is writing that is well planned, 
coherent, and varies in sentence length 

and complexity. 

It can be achieved if writing strategies are 
broken down into manageable parts that 

students will practice repeatedly and 
deliberately
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THE WRITING REVOLUTION

• The Writing Revolution - Empower teachers to help students

thewritingrevolution.org

• Obtain free material from: http://twr-
resources.thewritingrevolution.org/
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